886 Heavy Duty
The 886 Heavy Duty post is perfect for indoor or outdoor use and
features a plastic post. The base has easy to carry handles and is
stackable for easy storage.

Features
Single line post available with screw or bayonet fixings. Dual line 			
available with screw fixing only
More solid physical barrier, protecting people from dangerous areas
Recycled rubber stackable base
Suitable for outdoor use, but should not be permanently
placed outside
Detachable plastic post available in five colours, which are UV stable
Can be shipped flat packed
Available in twin pack, providing lower freight costs (twin pack order code 886/2)
Single or dual line versions
Easy to carry handles on the base
Rubber ring around the post, providing added protection in storage
Modular cassette design offering four-point anti-tamper connection as standard
Constant torque webbing retraction
2.3m and 3.65m webbing options
Accommodates the full range of sign holders

height

960mm

tube O.D.

64mm

base dia.

483mm

weight

7kg

Order Code:

886 Heavy duty

		

886T2 Heavy duty dual line

		

886/2 Twin Pack
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Applications
Ideal for use indoors and outdoors in warehouses, loading bags, construction sites and manufacturing

Benefits
Hard wearing base can be walked on or driven over and will still retain its shape
Post and base detach from one another, making them easy to store
Base has carry handles moudled into the rubber
The ultimate in flexibility, the Tensabarrier® is easy to set up and simple to store
Guide & inform your customers & employees
Easily achieve the optimum queue layout for your floor space
Reduces customer stress by removing ambiguity as to where the customer should queue and by providing separation 			
between individuals and queue lines
Durable & hardwearing dye print that does not scratch or deteriorate
Digitally printed webbing offers branding opportunities
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Owing to the dynamic nature of our business, specifications are constantly being changed and therefore this literature is for informational purposes only.
For the most up to date information, please visit our website www.tensatorgroup.com. Tensator makes no warranties, express or implied, in this document. E&OE.

